In order to improve the measurement of precipitation microphysical characteristics sensor (PMCS), the sampling process of raindrops by PMCS based on a particle-by-particle Monte-Carlo model was simulated to discuss the effect of different bin sizes on DSD measurement, and the optimum sampling bin sizes for PMCS were proposed based on the simulation results. The simulation results of five sampling schemes of bin sizes in four rain-rate categories show that the raw capture DSD has a significant fluctuation variation influenced by the capture probability, whereas the appropriate sampling bin size and width can reduce the impact of variation of raindrop number on DSD shape. A field measurement of a PMCS, an OTT PARSIVEL disdrometer, and a tipping bucket rain Gauge shows that the rain-rate and rainfall accumulations have good consistencies between PMCS, OTT, and Gauge; the DSD obtained by PMCS and OTT has a good agreement; the probability of 0 , , and Λ shows that there is a good agreement between the Gamma parameters of PMCS and OTT; the fitted -Λ and Z-R relationship measured by PMCS is close to that measured by OTT, which validates the performance of PMCS on rain-rate, rainfall accumulation, and DSD related parameters.
Introduction
Measurement of hydrometeors microphysical characteristics, such as size, shape, fall velocity, and their spatial distribution, is of high interest in fields of precipitation physics, numerical weather prediction models, ground validation of satellite remote sensing, electromagnetic wave propagation, and other climatological and hydrological applications [1] [2] [3] . There are hundreds of papers written describing and discussing the parameterization of drop size distribution (DSD) in space and in time [4] .
There are many instruments available to measure the drop size distribution of precipitation, such as the PARSIVEL [5] , 2DVD [6] , and MASC [7] ; these instruments have been widely used and extensively researched. Many comparative observations from above instruments have found that there are different discrepancies between different instruments [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , even in the exactly same rainfall conditions, which makes it difficult to understand the microphysical mechanisms of precipitation and relevant applications. This can be attributed to two factors: sampling effect and instrument parameters; at present most researches focus on the sampling effect associated with the random sampling from a population of raindrops. The effect of sampling variation on raindrop size measurements in stationary rainfall by using a stochastic model was researched by Uijlenhoet et al. [14] , the sampling effects in DSD measurements in nonstationary rain were simulated by Berne and Uijlenhoet [15] , and the sampling uncertainty associated with OTT PARSIVEL disdrometer has been investigated by Jaffrain and Berne [16] ; for the latter, different instruments have varied parameters, such as the sampling area, sampling rate, and bin sizes and widths; they also influence the accuracy of measurement and reconstruction of precipitation distribution fundamentally. Marzuki et al. investigated the effect of binning on the DSD parameter estimates from 2DVD measurement and found that the bin width selection influences the shape of DSD [17] . Checa-Garcia et al. investigated the binning effects on drop size distribution (DSD) 2 Advances in Meteorology measurements obtained by JWD, POSS, Thies, PARSIVEL, 2DVD, and optical spectropluviometer instruments and found that the instrument differences due to sampling were a relevant uncertainty, but concentration, reflectivity, and massweighted diameter were sensitive to binning [18] .
The choice of bin size classes may influence the shape of the DSD fundamentally; a too large bin size may ignore certain small sizes of drops, resulting in that the measured DSD would not represent the underlying DSD; and the bin size cannot be small infinitely because of the limitation of the instrument's resolution. Furthermore, different bin size classes may cause different representative diameters in the average and integral processes, which influence the results of moments of the DSD; different bin sizes exhibit different scaling relations with respect to the number of samples, sequences, and amplitude of rain-rate. Therefore, the optimal widths of the bin for a certain instrument should be investigated and handled carefully.
We have developed a precipitation microphysical characteristic sensor (short for PMCS, called Video Precipitation Sensor before) based on particle image velocimetry techniques recently [19] ; it can measure the size, shape, and fall velocity of hydrometeors from a CMOS camera illuminated by a pulsed LED light source. In order to quantify the sampling effect of different bin sizes on the DSD parameters measured by PMCS, we simulate a sampling process of raindrops by PMCS based on a particle-by-particle Monte-Carlo model; the effects of different sampling bin sizes on DSD measurement are discussed, and the optimum sampling bin size and width for PMCS are proposed; at last the field measurement of a PMCS, an OTT PARSIVEL disdrometer, and a tipping bucket rain Gauge was carried out, and the rain-rate, rainfall accumulation, and DSD related parameters are compared, by which the performance of PMCS with specific sampling parameters is validated.
Precipitation Microphysical Characteristics Sensor (PMCS)
The PMCS consists of four units: optical unit, imaging unit, acquisition and control unit, and data processing unit, as shown in Figure 1 (a). The optical unit (OU) contains a light-emitting diode (LED), a multimode fibre cluster, expanded beam lens, and concentration lens, which can provide a parallel cylindrical light beam for imaging unit; the imaging unit (IU) contains one complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) image sensor and driving circuit, which record digital images with 640 pixels × 480 pixels and 50 frames per second (fps), and the sampling volume is 300 mm × 40 mm × 30 mm; hence the pixel size of an image is 0.0625 mm; the acquisition and control unit contains a digital signal processor (DSP) and field programmable gate array (FPGA), which generates and outputs timing signals of double exposures in one frame, controls the optical unit and imaging unit, records and preprocesses the raw images, and encodes and transmits the raw data; the data processing unit (DPU) is a PC terminal that communicates with the acquisition and control unit using a coaxial network cable via the Internet TCP/IP protocol. Software running on the terminal receives the data obtained by the sensor, processes the hydrometeors' images, and calculates the size, velocity, and shape of hydrometeors. A photography of the PMCS is as shown in Figure 1 (b); the optical unit and imaging unit are integrated into one tunnel housing, on which there are a couple of metal splash elimination grids, to prevent raindrops splashing into the sampling area and to minimize the wind disturbances about the instruments. The double-exposure in one frame (DEOF) of the PMCS plays a key role in the simultaneous measurement of the size, shape, and fall velocity of precipitation particles, as shown in Figure 2 . The CMOS camera runs in 50 frames per second, a pulse synchronous signal generator is used to generate two exposures from pulse light source in each frame, the single exposure time is 20 s, and the interval of the two exposures is 2 ms. The CMOS camera captures the double-exposure image of each particle in a single frame, by which the particle shape information can be obtained, and the size, axis ratio, and canting angle of particles can be calculated, and the velocity can be calculated according to the displacement and time internal.
Simulation of Different Sampling Bin Sizes
In fact, fluctuations in DSD measurements and derived rainfall properties are due to not only the real fine-scale physical variations (called natural variability), but also the statistical sampling errors (called sampling fluctuations) [20] . The natural variability is associated with the actual rainfall variation in the natural environment, depending on the local weather condition, rainfall type, and its fine-scale variation, whereas the sampling fluctuation is associated with the instrument itself, depending on the sampling area, bin sizes, resolution, and other parameters. Given that different instruments have different parameters and rain-rate is integrated by the diameter and fall velocity of raindrops with different numbers in different bins, there might be certain discrepancies in the output of different instruments during the same rainfall event, especially for the higher rain-rate.
Considering the operation principle of PMCS, the effective sampling time is only 10% of the exposure time of each frame; not all particles passing through the sampling area can be double-imaged by camera; the capture probability of a certain particle which can be fully photographed twice by the camera decreases exponentially with its size. Considering this measurement mechanism, the measured DSD might deviate with the real DSD due to unreasonable parameters settings. Therefore, the uncertainty in DSD measured by PMCS with different sampling parameters should be evaluated, and the optimum sampling bin sizes of PMCS should be researched and proposed.
3.1. Methodology. The sampling processes of raindrops by PMCS can be simulated based on a particle-by-particle Monte-Carlo model; the simulation contains (1) marked point process of raindrops arriving at the sampling volume; (2) probabilistic capture process of double-exposure images of raindrops recorded by PMCS; (3) DSD inversion process of calculation of raindrop size distribution from sampling volume to unit volume. The details are described as follows.
Marked Point Process.
Assuming that the positions of raindrops arriving at the sampling area in space follow the homogeneous Poisson model [21] , the diameter and number of raindrops yields to the probabilistic model of raindrop size distribution, the terminal velocity of raindrops in the air depends exclusively on their diameter, and raindrops do not interact with each other. The time, number, and size of raindrops sampled by PMCS are simulated based on the above assumption. The arriving time (s) and diameter (mm) of th raindrops are denoted as and ; the total number of raindrops arriving at the sampling volume for the th arrival time which is less than or equal to t is
where the time origin is arbitrary and it can represent the beginning of a storm and the beginning of a minute, hour, day, and so forth [21] . The time origin typically represents the beginning of a rainfall period, t is 1 minute in the following simulation, and the unit is second. Note that ( ) sums from 1 to infinity to include as many raindrops as possible but does not imply that there will be infinite raindrops in a certain time interval.
Assuming that ( ) is the mean number of raindrops arrivals at the top of sampling volume at time t (drops per square meter per second), ( ) is the parameters of DSD at time t. Raindrops arrive at the upper surface of sampling volume according to a Poisson process with time-varying occurrence ( ); the DSD is given by a probability density function [ | ( )]. The corresponding probability of raindrops which have number ( ) = ( = 0, 1, 2, . . .) can be written as follows:
Here we use 0 , , Λ of Gamma function for DSD parameters, and the diameter (mm) of corresponding raindrops at time t (s) can be obtained from the probabilistic model of Gamma function:
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is the maximum diameter of raindrops, and (mm) is the diameter of raindrops.
Probabilistic Capture Process.
Consider that not all particles that pass through the sampling volume can be doubleimaged by PMCS. The probability that a certain raindrop with a certain size and fall velocity can be fully photographed at least once by the camera in the vertical dimension is defined as Prob vertical :
where is the height of sampling volume (30 mm for PMCS), is the vertical size of raindrops (mm), ( ) is the fall velocity of raindrops (m/s) associated with the diameter of raindrops, interval is the time interval between two exposures in each frame (2 ms), and 20 ms is the total exposure time of each frame.
Whether raindrops passing through the sampling volume can be fully photographed twice in a single frame can be estimated as follows:
where r is a random number between 0 and 1 generated by uniform probability model. When is equal to or less than the capture probability of one raindrop with diameter , this raindrop is labeled as captured, otherwise it is labeled as uncaptured.
DSD Inversion Process.
The total number of raindrops can be calculated as follows:
where Num single ( ) is the number of raindrops captured by only one exposure in a single frame and Num double ( ) is the number of raindrops captured by double exposures in a single frame. According to (4) and (6), the number of raindrops per unit volume (m 3 ) and per unit diameter (mm) can be calculated as follows:
where sampling = 300 mm × 40 mm × 30 mm. Considering that the raindrops of different sizes have different fall velocities, the velocity correction algorithm is adopted to obtain the number of raindrops per unit volume (m 3 ) and per unit size class (mm):
DSD characterization consists of mass-weighed mean diameter (mm) and standard deviation of mass-weighed spectrum (mm), as shown in (9) .
is defined as the ratio of mass-weighed diameter and total mass of all raindrops in unit volume, which denotes the average of DSD. is defined as the deviation of the diameter with the of all raindrops, which denotes the variance of DSD.
The rain-rate R (mm/h) and radar reflectivity factor (dB) can be integrated from ( ):
The Gamma function ( ) of DSD is defined as follows:
where 0 is the intercept parameter (m −3 mm −1− ), is the shape parameter, and is the slope of the distribution (mm −1 ); they can be calculated by 2nd, 3rd, and 4th moments as follows:
The th moment is defined as follows:
Parameters Setting.
The simulation parameters consist of raindrop size distribution, sampling time, sampling volume, and bin size and width. The former is related to the natural precipitation itself; the latter three parameters are related to the instrument, in which the sampling time and sampling volume are fixed; considering the effect of capture probability on DSD measurement of PMCS under different rainfall conditions, we focus on the optimization of sampling bin size and width. Table 1 shows the sampling bin size of existing disdrometers; these settings are based on the size resolution of different disdrometers, JWD has the least bin numbers (20) , and the intervals range from 0.09 mm to 0.57 mm. This disdrometer Advances in Meteorology 5 has a nominal resolution of 0.2 mm; the bin size can be determined in postprocessing by the user; it has a maximum bin number of 50 with a uniform interval (0.2 mm). The raw size resolution of PMCS is 0.1 mm, and the question is whether the raw size resolution can be directly adopted as the best bin size.
Taking the above setting modes of bin size and width as references, we propose four schemes of bin sizes for PMCS, as shown in Table 2 . The raw output of PMCS ranges from 0.1 mm to 7.0 mm, which has 70 bin numbers with 0.1 mm interval; intervals 1, 2, 3, and 4 denote four schemes of bin sizes, having 25, 35, 26, and 25 bin numbers separately.
Rain-rate can be seen as the macroscopic expression of the raindrop size distribution; the rainfalls are usually categorized into very light, light, moderate, heavy, very heavy, and extreme rainfalls according to their rain-rate [22] . Considering that the rain-rate R can be calculated by integration of the parameters of Gamma functions 0 , , and Λ, four typical rain-rate categories of rainfall are chosen to simulate the sampling process of PMCS; the parameters are shown in Table 3 .
3.3.
Results. Based on the above simulation parameters, we simulate the sampling process of PMCS with a specific DSD in a steady rainfall event, and the rain-rate categories are set to 1.4 mm/h, 7.28 mm/h, 15.81 mm/h, and 58.58 mm/h separately, which is used to evaluate the sampling effect of PMCS in different rain-rate categories. The simulation results of raindrop size distribution are shown in Figure 3 . The real DSD is the precondition for the simulation, the raw capture DSD is measured by PMCS directly, without sorting raindrops into bins and correction of capture probability, and intervals 1-4 are the DSDs calculated after correction of capture probability based on the sortation of raindrops into four different bins. The S, M, and L in Figure 3 denote size range for small raindrops, median raindrops, and large raindrops separately; it should be noted that the size ranges correspond to different diameters in different rain-rate categories. Generally speaking, the raw capture DSD is lower than the inversed DSDs from 4 intervals obviously due to the capture probability of PMCS, whereas the 4 inversed DSDs agree well with the real DSDs for the small raindrops, and there are some differences for the median and large raindrops.
For the small raindrops, the raw DSD and inversed DSDs from interval 1, interval 3, and interval 4 agree well with the real DSDs, while the inversed DSDs from interval 2 are lower than the real DSD due to the larger intervals between bin sizes in the small-size range. The median raindrops have the largest number density, which contribute most to rain-rate; the number density and width of median raindrops increase with the increasing of rain-rate, and the raw capture DSD is obviously lower than the real DSD because of the unsteady capture probability, which takes on a nonuniform step downward trend, especially in the light rainfall and rainstorm; there is no significant discrepancy between the inversed DSDs from interval 1, interval 2, interval 3, and interval 4, which agree well with real DSD. The number density of large raindrops determines the final shape of DSD, influenced by the capture probability, the raw capture DSD has a significant fluctuation variation, and a certain number of large raindrops are missed; compared with the raw capture DSD, there are good consistencies between the inversed DSDs from 4 interval schemes and real DSD; the reason is that the appropriate sampling bin size and width can reduce the impact of variation of raindrop number on DSD shape. It should be noted that there are also some certain deviations between the inversed DSD and real DSD, especially for the inversed DSDs from interval 3 in the light rainfall and from interval 2 in the rainstorm.
Considering the different consistencies between the inversed DSDs and the real DSD, each sampling process is simulated 1,000 times, and about 35,000, 86,000, 102,000, and 222,000 raindrops are simulated for 4 rain-rate categories separately. Then the relative deviation of variable is adopted to evaluate the accuracy of inversed DSDs by different sampling schemes quantitatively. The expression can be written as follows:
in which is the simulation results of th time, is the real value of parameters, and denotes the total number of simulations.
The simulation results of , , R, and Z are shown in Figure 4 . It can be seen that the mean and standard deviation of relative error decrease with the increase of rain-rate overall; the least means of and are less than 2%; the relative error of Z has the largest mean and standard deviation, about 5% and 13% separately. For , the overall mean of from interval 4 has the least value 0.72%, and the mean of 6 Advances in Meteorology from interval 1 in the light rain and heavy rain has the least value. For , the least means of are 0.09%, 0.29%, 0.04%, and 0.40% from interval 4 in the light rainfall and moderate rainfall, from interval 3 in the heavy rainfall, and from interval 2 in the rainstorm. For R, the overall mean of is 3.27%, and four interval schemes have good performances in the moderate rainfall, heavy rainfall, and rainstorm, except that has a larger standard deviation in the light rainfall, which means that it has a wider variation. For Z, interval 4 has the best performance in the light rainfall, moderate rainfall, and heavy rainfall; the mean of is 3.27%, 4.24%, and 3.14% separately, whereas interval 1 has the best performance in the rainstorm, and the mean of is 1.88%.
The simulation results of 0 , , and Λ of Gamma function are shown in Figure 5 . It can be seen that the mean and standard deviation of 0 decrease with the increase of rainrate, 0 has the greatest error in the light rainfall, and the maximum mean of relative error of 0 is 40.52%, whereas and Λ have less relative error, and their error increases with the increase of rain-rate. 0 have the least relative error from interval 3 in light rainfall, interval 4 in moderate rainfall, interval 3 in heavy rainfall, and interval 2 in rainstorm separately; the minimum means of 0 are 28.72%, 2.36%, 2.94%, and 0.77%; have the least relative error from interval 1 in light rainfall, interval 3 in moderate rainfall, interval 2 in heavy rainfall, and interval 4 in rainstorm separately; the minimum means of are 0.87%, 0.41%, 0.83%, and 4.76%; Λ have the least relative error from interval 1 in light rainfall and moderate rainfall, interval 3 in heavy rainfall, and interval 2 in rainstorm separately; the minimum means of Λ are 0.94%, 0.11%, 0.53%, and 1.33%. Table 4 lists the mean relative error of the above parameters; it can be seen that four schemes of sampling intervals have different performances on raindrop size distribution parameters in four rain-rate categories. For , , R, Z, Advances in Meteorology 9 and interval 4 are 3.60%, 4.89%, 4.03%, and 3.32% separately; it can be concluded that the scheme interval 4 has the best performance in the four categories of rainfall on the whole; therefore the scheme interval 4 is adopted for the optimal sampling bin sizes of PMCS. The accuracy of DSD measurements varies with the different instruments with different sampling principles and different parameters settings, and there is no ideal reference of rainfall field to test and evaluate them. This method based on sampling process simulation can be applied not only for performance evaluation of existing instruments, but also for optimization of developing instruments. Given the above discussions, based on the scheme interval 4 applied in PMCS, the results of field experiments are shown as follows.
Field Experiments
A joint observation of PMCS, SL-3 tipping bucket rain Gauge (short for Gauge), and OTT PARSIVEL disdrometer (short for OTT) was launched at Nanjing, China, during June 2015; the rainfalls are mainly convective rainfalls when it is plum rain season, and rainfall observations on the 16th, 17th, 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, and 30th of June are collected and discussed. The rain-rate resolution and time resolution of PMCS, Gauge, and OTT are 0.001 mm/h and 1 min, 0.1 mm and 1 min, and 0.001 mm/h and 10 sec. For the convenience of comparative analysis, the data of three instruments are processed in the same time resolution of 1 min, and only the rainfalls heavier than 0.1 mm/h from PMCS and OTT are used; after that the rainfalls obtained by all three instruments have 3,618 minutes' samples.
Rain-Rate and Rainfall
Accumulation. The rain-rate and rainfall accumulations observed by PMCS, OTT, and Gauge are as shown in Figure 6 . It can be seen that the sequential variations of rain-rate observed by PMCS, OTT, and Gauge have a good consistency and the rain-rate series of PMCS and OTT have several sharp increases due to the fine resolution of rain-rate. The maximum rain-rates measured by PMCS and OTT are 139.6 mm/h and 134.8 mm/h, whereas the maximum rain-rate measured by Gauge is only 108 mm/h because of the limited resolution and sampling principle. It tends to underestimate the rain-rate in heavy rainfall events [12] . The total accumulations of rainfall measured by PMCS, OTT, and Gauge are 426.8 mm, 480.8 mm, and 412.7 mm separately. Considering that the Gauge is usually taken as a reference, the rainfall accumulations observed by PMCS and Gauge have higher consistency than those by OTT and Gauge, which validates the performance of PMCS for macroscopic variables measurement.
In order to quantify the discrepancies between three instruments, the relative deviation bias and absolute deviation ab bias are defined as follows:
in which ⟨ , ⟩ = (1/ ) ∑ =1 (( + )/2) and and denote the data series with length . And a moving average of 3 minutes is used to process the raw data to reduce the effect of sampling stochastic noises on the differential analysis between each instrument. Figure 7 shows the comparisons of 3 min average rainrate between three instruments. It can be found that there are good linear relationships between every two instruments, especially between PMCS and OTT; the correlation coefficient between PMCS and OTT, PMCS and Gauge, OTT and Gauge is 0.98, 0.96, and 0.99 separately. Rain-rate measured by both PMCS and OTT is higher than rain-rate measured by Gauge, the relative deviations are 4.5% and 15.0%, in which absolute deviation between PMCS and Gauge is higher than that between OTT and Gauge, the possible reason is that the sampling efficiency is affected by capture probability of PMCS, and the number density of large raindrops has an unsteady step-down variance.
In fact, rain-rates measured by different instruments have certain discrepancies in different rain-rate categories, as shown in Table 5 . The absolute deviations of three instruments decrease with the increase of rain-rate on the whole. The relative deviations between OTT and PMCS are positive, which decreases with the increase of rain-rate; the relative deviations between PMCS and Gauge of < 5 mm/h and ≥ 20 mm/h are positive, and the relative deviations between PMCS and Gauge of 5 ≤ < 10 mm/h and 10 ≤ < 20 mm/h are negative; the relative deviations between OTT and Gauge are all positive, in which the relative deviations of < 5 mm/h and ≥ 20 mm/h are higher than those of 5 ≤ < 10 mm/h and 10 ≤ < 20 mm/h. There is a good agreement between PMCS and OTT in all rain-rate categories; the correlation coefficient is about 0.9, except for the correlation coefficient of 0.74 in 5 ≤ < 10 mm/h. Above all, the rainrate and rainfall accumulations measured by PMCS agree well with the results measured by OTT and Gauge; the fluctuation variation with time may increase the absolute deviation, but the relative deviation remains small; it can be concluded that the performance of PMCS for macroscopic variables measurement is basically consistent with that of OTT and Gauge.
Raindrop Size Distribution.
The raindrops size distribution can be described by mass-weighed mean diameter and standard deviation of mass-weighed spectrum , which denote the mean and variance of the spectrum. The DSDs measured by PMCS and OTT are processed by (9) ; the results are shown in Figure 8 . and obtained by PMCS and OTT have good accordance, the correlation coefficients are 0.9032 and 0.8261, and the absolute deviations of and between PMCS and OTT are 0.12 mm and 0.29 mm separately. The scatter plot shows that the discreteness of both and increases with the increase of their values, and the discreteness of is greater than that of ; the discreteness of both and measured by OTT is greater than that measured by PMCS, denoting that PMCS can obtain a narrower spectral width of DSD than OTT.
In order to explore the discrepancy of DSD measured by PMCS and OTT thoroughly, the DSD data are divided into four categories according to the rain-rate; the average DSDs are shown in Figure 9 . For 0.1 < < 5 mm/h, PMCS and OTT measured basically the same DSD with diameter ranging from 0.8 mm to 3.0 mm; the number density of raindrops with < 0.8 mm and > 3.0 mm measured by OTT is higher than that measured by PMCS; for 5 < < 10 mm/h, PMCS and OTT can obtain basically the same DSD with diameter smaller than 3.0 mm, and the number density of raindrops with > 3.0 mm measured by OTT is higher than that measured by PMCS; for 10 ≤ < 20 mm/h, PMCS can measure more raindrops with < 0.5 mm and less raindrops with > 3.0 mm than OTT; for > 20 mm/h, PMCS and OTT can measure basically the same DSD with diameter ranging from 1.5 mm to 3.0 mm, and PMCS can measure more raindrops with < 1.5 mm and obviously less raindrops with > 3.0 mm than OTT. To summarize the above, the DSDs obtained by PMCS and OTT have a good agreement, compared with OTT; PMCS can measure more small/median raindrops and less large raindrops ( > 3 mm) with the increase of rain-rate; the reason can be attributed to the difference between two sampling principles. The imaging system can record the raindrops' images clearly, while the attenuation of small raindrops on laser transmission is not obvious, causing the underestimation of small raindrops by OTT. On the other hand, large raindrop takes on a smoothed conical shape [23] , and its horizontal size is larger than its vertical size; OTT can only measure the horizontal size of raindrops [5] , although nonspherical corrections for this exist and overestimation of large raindrops remains. And the capture probability with diameter larger than 3 mm of PMCS is less than 0.3, causing the underestimation of large raindrops by PMCS.
Based on the DSD measurements, the moment parameters and their deviations are calculated by (12) and (15); the results are shown in Table 6 .
2 denotes the correlation coefficient, bias denotes the relative deviation, and ab bias denotes the absolute deviation. For all samples, the correlation coefficients of M2, M3, and M4 between PMCS and OTT are greater than 0.9, and the relative deviation increases with the increase of moment order; M1 has the minimum relative deviation 0.9%, and the absolute deviations of M1, M2, and M3 between PMCS and OTT are relatively small, less than 30%. The moment parameters in different rain-rate ranges have the similar features, except that M0 with 5 ≤ < 10 mm/h has the minimum relative deviation 2.9%, and M2 with 0.1 ≤ < 5 mm/h, 10 ≤ < 20 mm/h, and ≥ 20 mm/h has the minimum relative deviations 19.8%, 2.1%, and −5.8%; and M1 and M2 have the minimum absolute deviation in different rain-rate ranges; the variation of relative deviation and absolute deviation of moments with rain-rate takes on a u-shaped distribution; the relative deviation and absolute deviation of 0.1 ≤ < 5 mm/h and ≥ 20 mm/h are greater than those of 5 ≤ < 10 mm/h and 10 ≤ < 20 mm/h. In conclusion, M1, M2, M3, and M4 measured by PMCS and OTT have a good agreement, and M6 has the greatest deviation. The minimum deviation occurs in the rain-rate range 5 ≤ < 20 mm/h and 10 ≤ < 20 mm/h; the possible reason is that small and large raindrops contribute most to M0 and M6, while the OTT can measure smaller raindrops and larger raindrops than PMCS, and the discrepancy becomes significant with the increase of rain-rate.
Considering that M2, M3, and M4 from PMCS and OTT have better correlation, the M234 order moment method is used to calculate 0 , , and Λ of Gamma distribution, the probability distributions of 0 , , and Λ are shown in Figure 10 , and the corresponding peak values, median values, and their probability are listed in Table 7 . It can be found that both peak values and median values obtained by PMCS are greater than those obtained by OTT, and the corresponding probabilities obtained by PMCS are lower than those obtained by OTT; the probabilities of log 10 ( 0 ) and Λ have the similar distribution, the probability of PMCS is less than that of OTT when log 10 ( 0 ) and Λ are less than their peak values of PMCS, and the probability of PMCS is greater than that of OTT when log 10 ( 0 ) and Λ are greater than their peak values of PMCS. Comparing the probability of from OTT with PMCS gives a difference of 0.05, and the difference between the peak value and median value of from PMCS is 4, whereas the difference between the peak value and median value of from OTT is only 2; when gets greater than its peak value, the probability of PMCS declines more slowly than that of OTT. It can be concluded that there is a good agreement between the Gamma parameters of PMCS and OTT, while the PMCS can obtain a more complex DSD variation because of the capture probability of PMCS.
-Λ and Z-R relationship obtained by PMCS and OTT are fitted by least square method and shown in Figure 11 ; the corresponding expressions are listed in Table 8 . and Λ measured by both PMCS and OTT follow a typical quadratic function relationship, the fitted correlation coefficients are 0.911 and 0.914, and the PMCS has higher than OTT, causing the -Λ expression obtained by PMCS to have a greater quadratic coefficient and a smaller monomial coefficient than those obtained by OTT. Z and R measured by both PMCS and OTT follow an exponential function relationship, and PMCS has a more concentrated Z-R scatter than OTT; the 
Conclusions
Sampling parameters of different disdrometers have various impacts on the rainfall properties estimation. Aiming at the self-developed precipitation microphysical characteristics sensor (PMCS), the sampling process of raindrops by PMCS based on a particle-by-particle Monte-Carlo model was simulated, the sampling effect of different bin sizes on DSD measurement of PMCS was discussed, and the optimum sampling bin sizes were proposed. The simulation results of five sampling schemes of bin sizes in four rain-rate categories (light rainfall, moderate rainfall, heavy rainfall, and rainstorm) show that the raw capture DSD has a significant fluctuation variation influenced by the capture probability, and a certain number of large raindrops are missed; compared with the raw capture DSD, there are good consistencies between the inversed DSDs from 4 interval schemes and real DSD; the reason is that the appropriate sampling bin size and width can reduce the impact of variation of raindrop number on DSD shape. The scheme interval 4 has the minimum relative error and absolute error on the whole; therefore, the scheme interval 4 is adopted as the optimal sampling bin sizes of PMCS.
The field measurement of a PMCS, an OTT PARSIVEL disdrometer, and a tipping bucket rain Gauge shows that the rain-rate and rainfall accumulations have good consistencies between PMCS, OTT, and Gauge; the DSDs obtained by PMCS and OTT have a good agreement, compared with OTT, and PMCS can measure more small/median raindrops and less large raindrops ( > 3 mm) with the increase of rainrate; the probability of 0 , , and Λ shows that there is a good agreement between the Gamma parameters of PMCS and OTT, while the PMCS can obtain a more complex DSD variation because of the capture probability of PMCS; the fitted -Λ and Z-R relationship measured by PMCS is close to that measured by OTT, which validates the performance of PMCS on rain-rate, rainfall accumulation, and DSD related parameters.
